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Saviance Technologies at
HIMSS14 Regional Conference, Dallas TX
The HIMSS Regional Conference attracts the world’s top thought leaders to engage with one
another and discuss about the newest ideas in Health IT
DALLAS (May 5, 2014) – Saviance Technologies, a US based Healthcare technology
services company recently attended the HIMSS14 (Healthcare Information Management
Systems Society) Regional Conference at Dallas, TX held during April 22-23, 2014.
HIMSS is an organization that works to lead change by working from the inside and its
members have access to key insights, best practices, education, and each other – to improve
the delivery of care. As a member of this organization, Saviance works to bring about forces
that influence public policy impacting the national health IT agenda, educate colleagues on
industry trends and market developments and connect with customers, peers and industry
leaders.
The theme of this year’s Conference was “Healthcare IT Innovation – It’s a BIG Deal”. The
speakers and the attendees were able to explore and navigate their way through the changing
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landscape in Healthcare IT Innovation. As an Exhibitor, Team Saviance got the opportunity
to interact with industry stakeholders and leading thought leaders in the IT Health domain.
Having launched two of its premium products, Saviance Patient Intake Tablet and the
Saviance iHealthConnect aimed at the US Health sector during the HIMSS14 Annual
Conference at Orlando in February this year, team Saviance showcased these products at the
Dallas HIMSS14 platform as well.
Dedicated to serving clients in the Healthcare Sector in the US, Saviance enables
distinguished providers, payers, pharmaceuticals and life sciences to achieve critical
objectives such as increased projects visibility across the organization, improved knowledge
management, enhanced technological prowess, improved productivity, better return on
investment and therefore the ability to make value-added business decisions.
_________________________________________________________________________
ABOUT Saviance Technologies: Saviance is a US based Healthcare IT Services provider
focusing on the newest technology SMAC stack – Social, Mobility, Analytics & Cloud.	
   We
provide innovative solutions & enable meaningful use of IT by designing patient
engagement portals, collaboration applications & actionable analytics for wellness &
population health. Incorporated in 1999 in the US, with over 14 years of excellent industry
track record, Saviance offers services & solutions that enable enterprises to achieve critical
objectives.
Saviance is a Gold Category Corporate Member with Healthcare Information Management
Systems Society (HIMSS), member of mHealth Alliance and Corporate member of NJHITEC. We are awarded by INC. 5000 as one of the fastest growing privately held
companies in North America. Saviance is also ranked among the Fast 50 Asian American
Businesses in the United States by USPAACC (US Pan Asian American Chamber of
Commerce) and selected as a 2014 "Top Business" recipient by DiversityBusiness.com. A
certified Minority Business Enterprise recognized by NMSDC, Saviance is also partner with
leading global brands such as Microsoft, Amazon Web Services, Apple, Samsung and Red
Hat.
Visit us: www.facebook.com/SavianceTechnologies
Follow Us: www.twitter.com/SavianceT
Website: www.saviance.com 	
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ABOUT Healthcare Information Management Systems Society:
HIMSS is a cause-based, not-for-profit organization focused on better health through
information technology (IT). HIMSS leads global efforts to optimize health engagements and
care outcomes using information technology.
HIMSS is a part of HIMSS WorldWide, a cause-based, global enterprise producing health IT
thought leadership, education, events, market research and media services around the world.
Founded in 1961, HIMSS WorldWide encompasses more than 52,000 individuals, of which
more than two-thirds work in healthcare provider, governmental and not-for-profit
organizations across the globe, plus over 600 corporations and 250 not-for-profit partner
organizations, that share this cause. HIMSS WorldWide, headquartered in Chicago, serves
the global health IT community with additional offices in the United States, Europe, and
Asia.
To learn more, please visit: www.himss.org	
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